Phenotypic traits are often integrated into evolutionary modules: sets of organismal parts that 28 evolve together. In social insect colonies the concepts of integration and modularity apply to sets 29 of traits both within and among functionally and phenotypically differentiated castes. On 30 macroevolutionary timescales, patterns of integration and modularity within and across castes 31 can be clues to the selective and ecological factors shaping their evolution and diversification. 32
Introduction 47 48
The increase of morphological complexity following divergence in cellular function is a 49 repeating theme in the evolution of multicellular organisms (Wagner and Altenberg 1996). Given 50 cues regarding their developmental fate, cells and tissues express their identical genomes in 51 different ways to produce different traits and thus allow functional specialization. Morphological 52 integration can be considered the extent to which these traits vary in concert, either as a 53 continuation of their shared genetic or developmental origin, or as a unification of parts 54
contributing to a shared function and shaped by selection (Olson and Miller 1958; Klingenberg 55 2008). Sets of integrated traits covary as modules, between which covariation is weaker than 56 within (as in the primate cranium; Cheverud 1982) . analysis, we perform the most morphologically and phylogenetically comprehensive analysis to-179 date to attempt to infer a general picture of integration and modularity in size and shape in the 180
Pheidole worker castes. 181
182
To frame our study, we propose a set of hypotheses predicting different patterns of 183 morphological integration within and among castes in social insect colonies (see Figure 1) . We 184 discuss this in terms of the head and mesosoma (thorax) of Pheidole worker castes, but it could 185 equally be applied to any morphological traits shared among castes, or indeed traits shared 186 among other differentiated phenotypes like sexes or reproductive strategies (Simpson et al. 2011 All comparative studies reflect a compromise between depth of individual sampling within 214 species versus breadth across species. In this study we aimed to expand the latter to include as 215 many Pheidole species as possible. We acknowledge a drawback of this strategy, which is that 216 we cannot capture the size or shape range of individuals within each species. We measured a 217 total of 1164 specimens from 314 species, measuring an average of 2.18 major worker and 2.20 218 minor worker specimens per species (Appendix S1); to maintain consistency between samples, 219 all measurements were performed by coauthor BL. Myrmecologists use high resolution montage 220 photographs to document ant diversity, following a standardized set of specimen positions that 221 display head and body features from a consistent angle as described by the online resource and 222 repository, AntWeb.org. We made a broad effort to photograph specimens from species used in 223 recent phylogenetic projects (Economo et al. 2015a ), supplemented with photographs taken by 224 others and deposited on Antweb.org. We endeavored to collect data on both major and minor 225 workers whenever possible, however photographic data for both worker castes were only 226 available for 214 species or 68% of our total taxonomic sample. To account for potential focal 227 length issues when using 2D photographs taken with different optical systems, we landmarked 228 the same specimen 100 times under six different magnifications. A focal length warping effect 229 was observable but was non-significant, and was within the range of intraspecific variation. 230
231
For each specimen, we placed landmarks using the three standard photographic angles: head 232 view, dorsal view, and profile view. We collected landmarks from features that were consistently 233 in the plane of the camera angle. Specifically, we placed 11 landmarks on the dorsal view of the 234 head (Table S1 ) and 6 landmarks on the profile view of the body (Table S2 ; all located on the 235 mesosoma; hereafter head, mesosoma; see Figure 2 ). To capture information on the posterior 236 head shape, we also included a set of 6 sliding semi-landmarks (7 in major workers) from 237 landmark 3 to 11 (Figure 2 ). The landmarks on the left side of the head were reflected bilaterally 238 to produce the curve on the right side of the head between landmarks 11 and 1. Fixed landmarks 239 on opposite sides of the head were reflected and averaged to force object symmetry.
While these landmarks omit several features that vary among Pheidole taxa, and those typically 241 used in myrmecology research and taxonomy (Pie and Traniello 2007) , this was unavoidable due 242 to the constraints of choosing homologous landmarks in positions that are not occluded by 243 nearby features (e.g., the anterior pronotum is often occluded by the posterior head lobes). 244
245

Geometric Morphometrics 246 247
We performed a generalized Procrustes alignment on each set of landmarks using the R package 248 geomorph, employing separate analyses for major and minor workers (Adams and Otárola-249 Castillo 2013; version 3.0.7). Specimens showing greater than expected distance from the 250
Procrustes mean (i.e., above the upper quartile) were inspected for improper scale entry or 251 landmark order/placement. Photos for which improper specimen positioning was observed were 252 removed from the data set (< 1% of specimens studied). Within each species, we calculated the 253 average Procrustes shape before proceeding with further analyses; we also averaged linear 254 measurements in this manner. To visualize variation in highly dimensional shape characters, we 255 estimated principal component axes and plotted species averages in tangent space (Figure 3c and 256 e). As a proxy for body size, we used the logarithm of the centroid size of mesosoma landmarks 257 as in (Economo et al. 2015a ), which behaves similarly to the Weber's Length measurement 258 typically used by myrmecologists (Weber 1938 We used geomorph to estimate evolutionary rates for landmarked specimens (Denton and Adams 291 2015). As a significance test for differences in rates between traits, we performed 1000 292 simulations of trait evolution under a joint Brownian motion model, and compared the ratio of 293 independently estimated rates to this simulated null. Given that differences in the number of 294 landmarks can bias the amount of variation and thus rate described by each trait (Denton and 295
Adams 2015), we report rate ratios for each pair of traits (e.g., major head vs. major mesosoma) 296 as a proportion of the simulated null ratio. 297
298
We tested for evidence of evolutionary modularity within each body region (i.e., in addition to 299 the head and mesosoma) again using geomorph (Adams and Otárola-Castillo 2013). We split 300 each body region into sets of a priori evolutionary modules (sensu Klingenberg 2008) In comparisons of different body regions of the same worker caste, mesosoma shape evolved 325 more rapidly than head shape in both major workers (rate ratio rr = 6.02, p < 0.01) and minor 326 workers (rr = 6.14, p < 0.01; Figure 4) . In comparisons of similar traits between worker castes, 327
we observed no significant differences in evolutionary rate for head shape (rr = 1.07, p = 0.59) or 328 mesosoma shape (rr = 1.10, p = 0.59). In contrast to the rate variation among shape traits, 329 evolutionary rates estimated for size traits showed few differences between worker castes or 330 between the head and mesosoma ( Figure S4) , with the exception of the major worker's head 331 which evolved relatively slowly. 332
Our tests of modularity within body regions suggested the presence of two evolutionary modules 334 in the Pheidole head, in an anterior-posterior arrangement, though the use of semi-landmarks 335 may bias this result (see online supplement). We compared evolutionary rate between the 336 inferred modules of head shape ( Figure S2 ). In these analyses, the anterior landmarks exhibited a 337 higher rate of evolution than the posterior landmarks in both major workers (Figure 4 ; rr = 1.42, 338 p < 0.05) and minor workers (rr = 1.42, p < 0.001). We also tested for variation in evolutionary 339 rate among lineages. This analysis showed significant support for differences in evolutionary rate 340 of minor workers' mesosoma shape between biomes, with the most rapid evolution seen in the 341 tropics (see online supplement). We performed hierarchical clustering on correlation coefficient matrices for shape integration 365 and size integration (Figure 5b, Figure 5c ). Overall, Pheidole showed much greater 366 morphological integration in size than in shape. Morphological integration was greater for size 367 traits (r-PIC 0.8 -0.95) than for any shape traits (maximum r-PLS = 0.76). This integration in 368 size was greater within worker castes than between them (Figure 5c ). Morphological integration 369 of shape traits was greatest between the mesosoma of major and minor workers, which evolved 370 as though it were a single module. Head shape was weakly integrated with other traits for minor 371 workers, and least integrated for major workers (Figure 5b) . 372
373
The scaling relationship between the sizes of different parts is a common theme in evolution and 374 development. As expected, we found a tight relationship between mesosoma size (Weber's 375 length; Weber 1938) and head length; this was evident in both majors and minors ( Figure S3) . 376
Relationships between the shape of the head and mesosoma and body size were observable, 377 however they were very weak and poorly predictive (all R-squared values < 0.03; Table S3 ). 378 379 380 Discussion 381
382
Our results showed varying evolutionary rates and degrees of evolutionary integration within and 383 among worker castes. Overall, evolutionary rate and integration this followed the predictions of 384 different hypotheses (Figure 1 ). In particular, the mesosoma exhibited integration among 385 homologous traits in different worker castes, while the head exhibited a weaker degree of 386 integration. We found that the mesosoma evolved faster than the head and with a greater degree 387 of morphological integration between castes (Figure 4 ), but in general evolutionary rate was 388 similar for homologous traits in different worker castes. We found a complex pattern whereby 389 the evolution the head shape of major workers was largely decoupled from that of other traits, 390 but was not necessarily evolving faster. 391
392
The evolutionary rate of carapace shape was highly divergent across the different parts of the ant 393 (head vs. mesosoma). This observation was most evident with regards to mesosoma shape, whichwe found that the anterior portion of the head near the mandibles and mouthparts is evolving 396 more quickly than the posterior half. However, there were no significant differences in 397 evolutionary rate among homologous traits between majors and minors. Thus, homologous traits, 398
and not traits within a caste, tended to evolve at similar rates (Figure 1) . 399
400
The inferred rate similarity among traits does not alone imply the traits themselves are correlated 401 in their evolution (i.e. they could be evolving at similar rates but on different trajectories), thus 402 we also investigated which sets of traits were correlated during evolution. Here, we found a 403 different pattern, whereby the evolution of mesosoma shape was tightly linked across major and 404 minor workers, but head shape was more decoupled between the two castes. In this way, the 405 head of the major worker was the least integrated with other traits, and the mesosoma of the 406 worker was the most integrated. Previous research in Pheidole found that integration among 407 linear measurements was weaker for minor workers than major workers (Pie and Traniello 2007) . 408
In contrast, our analyses found weaker integration between head and mesosoma shape for majors 409 than minors. Thus, no one integration hypothesis was supported -either between homologous 410 traits, or between traits within a caste -but rather a mixture of the two. 411
412
The fact that mesosoma shape evolved more rapidly than head shape is somewhat surprising, as 413 the head would presumably be the most related to feeding ecology, a key trait that varies across 414 ant species. One potential explanation is that head shape is under stronger stabilizing selection. 415
However, another potential conclusion is that fast mesosoma evolution reflects relative size and 416 arrangement variation in the underlying muscles that control load-carrying and locomotion, 417 which could reflect functional differences in how the ant carries, moves, and performs different 418 tasks. The primary axis of mesosoma variation runs from a stocky shape to a more gracile and 419 elongate one, and most changes are happening repeatedly within limited bounds. There is reason 420 to expect that stocky shapes are common in belowground-foraging species, and that more gracile We find support for the hypothesis that the shape of minor and major worker castes can evolve 435 independently (Holley et al. 2016) , promoting the evolution of ecological specialization. We 436 emphasize that this is not simply a statement that head shapes are different between majors and 437 minors, which is obvious, but that they can evolve on diverging trajectories (i.e. the major is not 438 just a consistent transformation of the minor). This allows for increased evolutionary "degrees of 439 freedom" in the functional specialization among castes. However, this finding was specific to the 440 head region, as mesosoma shape was tightly integrated across castes. The fact that rates of shape 441 evolution were 1.5 times greater for the highly integrated mesosoma than for the head (Figure 4 ) 442 suggests that integration in this case does not constrain, but may rather accelerate rates of 443 evolutionary divergence in shape among species (Cheverud 1995 Allometry is a common theme and pattern in development and evolution, and strong 447 relationships between the sizes of different body parts are expected during evolution. Matching 448 this expectation, we found that head and mesosoma sizes were tightly linked both within and 449 among castes ( Figure 5) . In contrast to the pattern for cranial evolution in birds (Klingenberg and 450 Marugán-Lobón 2013), relationships between shape traits and body size were significant, but 451 poorly predictive ( Figure S3 ; Table S1 ). While we were not able to account for allometric 452 relationships within species due to our study design, we did find that cross-species relationships 453 between body size and shape traits were not strong enough to potentially drive other patterns 454 reported in this study. Our estimates of evolutionary rate for size traits showed that the size of 455 each trait evolved faster than its shape ( Figure S4 implies that evolution may not be constrained from doing the same. We expect that general 477 diversification of body size is likely to due to selection on loci that control body size overall, 478 rather than independent selection on the size of each part. However, the fact that relative sizes of 479 different parts have been maintained in evolutionary time implies selective advantages of the 480 relative sizes of body parts within and among castes (Gould 1966) . 481 482 To our knowledge, less is known about the developmental basis of the shape characters we are 483 capturing in our landmark system, so developmental constraints or biases may explain some of 484 the evolutionary correlation in shape we observe. However, the evolutionary modules in the head 485 inferred by our analysis ( Figure S2 The morphological and functional differentiation of castes is thought to be a key evolutionary 511 innovation underlying the success of ants and other social insects. Patterns of macroevolutionary 512 integration and modularity within and among castes may provide clues to the selective forces 513 shaping diversification in ants, and the developmental biases and constraints involved in trait 514 divergence (West-Eberhard 1979). We find that size evolution is tightly integrated and evolving 515 with homogeneous rates both among parts in a single caste, and across the worker castes. In 516 contrast, our results using geometric morphometric estimates of body shape indicate that while 517 mesosoma shape shows homology integration, head shape has become largely disintegratedis associated with ecological specialization in many taxa, often but not exclusively due to feeding 520 functionality, thus the differences in head shape between major and minor workers probably 521 represent divergence in their tasks in the colony (Smith 1987; Futuyma and Moreno 1988; Mertl 522 and Traniello 2009). In this case, evolution of developmental pathways facilitating independent 523 evolution of major and minor worker phenotypes could represent key innovations enabling 524 lineages with this trait to occupy multiple specialized strategies at once, or to discover new team 525 strategies emergent from their polymorphism (Wheeler & Nijhout 1981 , 1984 Wheeler 1990 ; 526 Anderson and McShea 2001) . Interestingly, the independent evolution of the head does not lead 527 to faster rates of evolution, and in fact mesosoma shape evolves 1.5x faster than head shape in 528
Pheidole. We hypothesize that this rapid evolution of the mesosoma reflects a pattern of frequent 529 adaptation to different biomechanical needs in different microhabitats, but future work is needed 530 to test this hypothesis. 531
532
While body-size polymorphism is a common trait in ants, "complete" polymorphism (i.e., in 533 shape) is rarer but noticeably present in some of the most diverse ant clades (Wills et al. 2017) , 534 an observation that hints at a role for polymorphism in adaptability (Wilson 2003) . We propose 535 that, beyond the benefits of body-size polymorphism, the reduction of morphological integration 536 between distinct behavioral strategies, inclusive of sexes, castes, and alternative reproductive 537 tactics (West-Eberhard 1979), could be a recurring key innovation that enables the evolution of 538 adaptive polymorphism and promotes rapid diversification. Further comparative studies on the 539 evolution integration and modularity across radiations of ants with worker polymorphisms, and 540 any concurrent changes in diversification rates and patterns, would be useful for testing this 541 landmarks (e.g., head and mesosoma) are given as ratios compared to a simulated null ratio. 577
Arrows and brackets indicate statistical tests of rate differences compared to a simulated null, 578 with accompanying numbers describing the estimated rate ratio for the two traits. *p < 0.05, 
